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“Bryan Davis writes with the scope of Tolkien, the focus of Lewis, the
grandeur of Verne, and most of all the heart of Christ.” —Jeremiah F.,
reader Billy and Bonnie won the battle but how will they win the war?
Billy and Bonnie’s hard-won victory in Circles of Seven came at a
great cost as a vicious evil was unleashed on the earth. With Billy’s
father missing, Billy and Bonnie must lead the dragons into war
against the demonic beings known as Watchers. But in order to win the
war, an ultimate sacrifice must be made, and Billy and Bonnie will be
forced to make the greatest decision of their lives—a choice that will
change their world forever. The fourth and final installment in the
Dragons in our Midst series will leave you cheering, crying, and
wishing for more adventures with these two friends.
A boy goes on the run in this fast-paced fantasy debut. Can a zero
become a hero? Testing Day is supposed to be a day of celebration for
Al Pilgrommor. Born into a wealthy family, he expects to follow in his
successful father's footsteps. Of course, that all depends on the rank
number Al receives at the testing. The higher the rank he has tattooed
onto his neck, the better his life will be. To his surprise and
horror, Al is revealed to be rank zero, the lowest of the low. He's
now not only an outcast - he's also a danger to his entire family. So
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Al goes on the run, fleeing the brutal Cullers, men who hunt down
zeroes . . . and put them to death. Cast out of his home, cut off from
his friends, and armed with only a sword and his wits, Al is reduced
to just surviving. As he meets other outcasts, however, he begins to
suspect that he is a pawn in a larger game - and that he might have
the power to tip the scales in a high-stakes struggle between man and
dragon.
Dragon God
The Second Book In The Dragon Riders Of Arvain Series.
Return of the Dragon Slayers, 5
Dragon Riders of Osnen Book 1
Introduction to Probability
Taken By The Dragon
The Hero with a Thousand Faces
Grasping at a sliver of hope, a group of friends undertake a perilous quest last
attempted thousands of years ago . . . a quest to summon dragons. A ruthless
enemy has conquered Augum's kingdom. Sheltered beneath a protective dome,
the Academy of Arcane Arts stands as the sole remaining stronghold. And Augum
and his friends are about to abandon it. Little does he know escaping will be the
easy part, for a harrowing adventure awaits. Along the way, he'll have to evade an
enemy that always seems one step ahead-while dealing with an ally questioning
his leadership. But his greatest challenge? Learning when to show mercy . . . and
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when to drive in the sword. * * * Sever Bronny is the Amazon bestselling author of
the epic coming of age series The Arinthian Line. Burden's Edge paperback page
count: 656 Genres: Young adult fantasy, sword and sorcery, coming of age,
fantasy, action and adventure, epic fantasy, mystery. Explicit language: Mild
Violence: Mild to medium .
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Wings of Fire series, Tui T.
Sutherland, and her sister, Kari Sutherland, comes the second exciting adventure
in the Menagerie trilogy! Combining the magic of Brandon Mull's Fablehaven
series and the charm and humor of Carl Hiaasen, The Menagerie #2: Dragon on
Trial is perfect for young readers who love myths, fairy tales, and fantastic
creatures. Someone or something has murdered the goose who laid the golden
eggs, and the evidence points to a dragon named Scratch. Zoe and Logan are
back on the case—but this mystery won't be that easy to solve….
They must either stand together, or the Kingdom will fall.The combination of
Dayie's magic and dragon's fire has halted the advance of the Deadweed. But it is
not defeated. Now, a new enemy lurks on the horizon: Water Wraiths sweep in
from the sea, cutting their way inland, and assisting the invading plant's
onslaught deeper into the land.Killing everyone in their path.The new strategy
against the Deadweed has proven effective, but Dayie grows weaker each time
she uses her powers. It can only be a temporary fix. When she and her dragon
Zarr are invited to train with the High Mountains' Dragon Riders, Dayie eagerly
accepts the opportunity. But it's far from a warm welcome as the tight-knit riders
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of the High Mountains distrust the outsider and her unusual power.When the
High Mountains leader suggests a compromise, a schism in the ranks threatens to
tear the group apart. The loyal few must convince both dragons and riders of the
Southern Kingdom to join forces against the Water Wraiths.But Dayie won't be
much use to them if she can't figure out how to balance her magic usage and
avoid depletion. To survive the growing menace, the Dragon Riders must set aside
the things that divide them and unite.Before it's too late.This novel contains
violence.
I have a knack for getting myself into some bad situations. But waking up partially
dead in the Court of Death takes the cake. It's small consolation that my fated
mate Tarron is at my side, since it means that he's mostly dead too. To make
matters worse, the false queen who plans to destroy both our kingdoms is still
alive and regaining her strength. We must work together to return from the dead
and stop her from killing thousands--including my sister. Escaping the Court of
Death means completing a series of dangerous challenges. When we learn that
only one of us can return to earth, true escape becomes impossible.
Trial by Sorcery
A Wizard of Earthsea
The Brindle Dragon
Unbound
Examines myths and folk tales from around the world in an attempt to understand the symbolism of the hero
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as it appears in the mythologies and religions of mankind.
Riders of Fire is an award-winning fast-paced fantasy series by multi-award-winning author Eileen Mueller.
A captive dragon master. A dangerous rift between mages and riders. And a secret weapon that will tear
Dragons' Realm apart. When Ezaara's powerful dragon master, Roberto, is captured by Commander Zens,
her world is thrown into turmoil. Why is the council refusing to rescue Roberto, her clandestine lover? And
why do the caverns of Dragons' Hold echo with whispers of a prophecy unfulfilled? A prophecy that says she
has no right to be Queen's Rider. As tension mounts, with an attempt on her life, Ezaara must take action to
prevent Commander Zens from destroying her lover and Dragons' Realm. Kierion, a dragon rider and
prankster, wants to bridge a bitter feud between dragon riders and mages, but his reputation prevents anyone
from taking him seriously. If mages and riders stand united, Dragons' Realm might stand a chance against
Commander Zens' new secret weapon. But when Kierion takes matters into his own hands, he risks more
than he realizes. How will Roberto survive Zens' torture? How can Kierion heal the rift? And how can Ezaara
save the people she loves? If you love epic coming-of-age fantasy, heart-pounding adventure and dragons,
Dragon Rift and the Riders of Fire series are for you. Fans of Sarah K Wilson, Anne McCaffrey, Paolini and
Ava Richardson will enjoy Riders of Fire. Are you ready for adventure? Scroll up and click to read today!
Riders of Fire Series: Book 1: EzaaraBook 2: Dragon Hero - 8 November 2018Book 3: Dragon Rift - early
2019Book 4: Dragon Strike - mid 2019Riders of Fire Novellas, coming in 2019: Book 5: Dragon HealerBook
6: Dragon MageBook 7: Sea Dragon Bronze Dragon, a Riders of Fire novelette is free on Amazon. Silver
Dragon, a Riders of Fire novelette is available only on Eileen's website. Test drive them today!
The outlawed princess of the Dragon Clan and her young human companion undergo fearsome trials in
their quest for an evil enchantress. ‘Dramatic tension stays high. Weaves Chinese legend into an exciting
tapestry of myth and folklore.’ —BL. Notable Children's Books of 1982 (ALA) 100 Favorite Paperbacks of
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1989 (IRA/CBC)
In a kingdom that has fallen into chaos, one young woman--and her dragon--are thrust into the role of
bringing balance to the land.From the moment Dayie washed ashore as an infant, everyone in her tiny village
treated her as... different. She didn't belong, no matter how hard she tried. So when a vicious, invasive plant
called Deadweed overruns her village, she's blamed and sold to the Dragon Traders for fear of her powers
and the mystery surrounding her origin. After years of service to the ruthless Dragon Traders, Dayie wants
her freedom. To repay her debt, Dayie steals a dragon egg. But she winds up with far more than she bargained
for when her egg hatches before she can get it to them. Now she must hide her hotheaded young dragon Zarr
or risk losing him: either to the Dragon Traders or the Deadweed that's creeping ever southward.When the
Dragon Traders travel further south to evade capture and Deadweed attacks, Dayie meets a mysterious
Dragon Rider named Akeem, who tells her magic is behind the spread of the Deadweed, and that she's been
bonded with Zarr--for life. Now Dayie faces a choice: give up her dragon for her freedom or take her place
with Zarr in the Training Hall of Dagban. There, she may have the chance to avenge her parents' deaths and
solve the mystery of ever-spreading Deadweed.Dayie's destiny awaits, if she's brave enough to follow it...
The Boy With The Sword
Riders of Fire, Book Three - A Dragons' Realm Novel
Chosen Omnibus
Spying on Science
Blackflame

He must never realize who I am. I'm a demon slayer, so I lead a simple life
slaughtering monsters. As long as no one learns that I'm descended from a
forbidden line of Dragon Bloods, I can keep my job and my life. But when a
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powerful Fae king realizes I'm his fated mate, I've got problems. Especially
since A), he hates me and B), he learns my secret, and it puts my whole life
at risk. I want to kill my mate. The stars align when my employers send me
to the Fae kingdom to compete in the Trials of the Fae as an undercover
agent. My real goal? Investigate the king for the murder of hundreds. But the
king only has eyes only for me, even when I'm in disguise. He senses that
I'm his mate, and our attraction is off the charts. No matter how much we
mistrust each other, we can't stay apart. But when he realizes what I'm up
to, there will be hell to pay. That is, if I survive.
The years 1945-61 saw the greatest transformation in weaponry that has
ever taken place, as atomic and thermonuclear bombs, intercontinental
ballistic missiles and chemical and biological weapons were developed by
the superpowers. It was also a distinct era in Western intelligence collection.
These were the years of the Germans. Mass interrogation in West Germany
and spying in East Germany represented the most important source of
intelligence on Soviet war-related science, weapons development and
military capability until 1956 and a key one until 1961. This intelligence
fuelled the arms race and influenced Western scientific research, weapons
development, and intelligence collection. Using intelligence and policy
documents held in British and US archives and records of the Ministry of
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State Security (MfS) of the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), this
book is the most penetrating study of the scientific intelligence-gathering
and subversive operations of the British, US, and West German intelligence
services in the period to date. East Germany's scientific potential was
contained by inducing leading scientists and engineers to defect to the
West, and Paul Maddrell shows that the US Government's policy of
'containment' was more aggressive than has hitherto been accepted. He
also demonstrates that the Western secret services' espionage in the GDR
was very successful, even though the MfS and KGB achieved triumphs
against them. George Blake twice did appalling damage the MI6's spy
networks. The book reveals the identity of the most distinguished scientist to
spy for the CIA as yet uncovered.
The new world is calling...Neill Torvald is desperate to prove himself-his
father's warlord kingdom depends on him. When a vicious attack on the way
to the Draconis Order monastery nearly kills him, it becomes clear that
grave trials await him on this path. Jodreth, the wise monk who saves his
life, advises caution upon entering the sacred halls. His mission is to learn
arcane magic from the monks that will help to cement his father's power,
but Neill will need more than magical arts alone to navigate the challenges
before him.Among the monks' students, Neill meets the lovely and
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mysterious Char, who senses evil deep within the ranks of the Draconis
Order's members. She takes him to a dragon she has raised, Paxala, and the
three of them become fast friends. Neill soon grows in strength as he and his
fellow students gain ancient knowledge, and his closeness to Char blossoms
into something more.But when Neill 's brothers grow impatient and attack
the monastery in a bid to seize power, he will have to decide where his
loyalties lie: with his warlord father's domain, or the new friends he has
made in the wider world.
The magical world teeters on the brink of collapse. The Dragon King,
Celebrant, has united the dragons into a vengeful army, and only a final
artifact stands in the way of them unleashing their fury against humankind.
With established allegiances shifting under the strain, Seth and Kendra find
themselves in desperate need of new allies. Seth must face his most
dangerous quest--the fulfillment of his pledge to the Singing Sisters. With
only Calvin the Tiny Hero at his side, Seth needs to collect the pieces of the
Ethergem, including the stones from the crowns of the Dragon King, the
Giant Queen, and the Demon King. Halfway across the world, Kendra finds
herself torn between her duty to Dragonwatch and her desire to rescue
Bracken. Can she challenge Ronodin's control of the fairy realm without
leaving the five legendary dragon slayers to be hunted by Celebrant and his
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sons? Left behind at Titan Valley, Knox and Tess must survive the aftermath
of the Giant Queen's fall. Will the secret crown in Knox's possession prove
too much for him to handle? In this fifth and final volume of Dragonwatch,
our heroes make their last stand at the hidden Kingdom of Selona. For the
defenders of light to stand a chance, the legendary dragon slayers must
arise, lost secrets must be uncovered, and ancient powers must awaken. Get
ready for the gripping, revelatory, and unforeseen conclusion to the epic tenvolume New York Times best-selling Fablehaven and Dragonwatch series.
Tears of a Dragon
The Clash of Land and Sea
The Black Dragon
Mercy's Trial
Dragon of the Lost Sea
Dragons can be dangerous … … if you don’t bond with them first. Eldwin wants to
follow in his father’s footsteps and become a Dragon Guard, but not for the
glory. With his family dead and their lands dying, the opportunity to join the
dragon rider school is all he has. But before Eldwin can bond with a dragon and
guard the skies, he must pass three tests to prove his worth. Compassion,
magical aptitude, and armed combat. He’s determined to pass, but his maimed
arm is a constant reminder of his disadvantage. Will the obstacles Eldwin faces
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keep him from reaching his dreams, or will he finally see what it’s like to ride the
skies? Fans of Sarah K.L. Wilson’s Dragon School, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon
and Anne McCaffrey’s Dragon Riders of Pern will feel right at home. ?Trial by
Sorcery is the first episode of the series Dragon Riders of Osnen.
Sometimes the world needs a little chaos. Holt and Ash saved the kingdom of
Feorlen against all odds. Now they are outcasts, alone on an impossible quest to
unite the Elder Dragons. But they are children playing in a game of Dragon Lords.
Trapped between the riders, servants of Sovereign, and the scourge, even their
luck cannot last forever. Their only hope is to advance their bond by any means
necessary. In Feorlen, Talia faces a world unaccepting of a rider queen. Her
councilors will not heed her warnings of Sovereign. Foreign powers threaten war
and bloodshed. Pleas sent to rider headquarters fall on deaf ears. All the while,
Sovereign regathers his strength in an ancient fortress. Enthralled cultists swell
his ranks. Disillusioned riders flock to his cause. And his unwilling servant Osric
Agravain scours the land for dragon eggs. There are new types of magic to be
discovered, and Sovereign intends to control them all. Only the mysterious halfdragon Rake has a plan to stop Sovereign. To pull it off, he's going to need a
team. Unbound continues this bestselling dragon rider epic fantasy combining
the best of Eragon and Pern with the hard magic of Brandon Sanderson and Will
Wight.
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Most kids would do anything to pass the Iron Trial. Not Callum Hunt. He wants to
fail. All his life, Call has been warned by his father to stay away from magic. If he
succeeds at the Iron Trial and is admitted into the Magisterium, he is sure it can
only mean bad things for him. So he tries his best to do his worst - and fails at
failing. Now the Magisterium awaits him. It's a place that's both sensational and
sinister, with dark ties to his past and a twisty path to his future. The Iron Trial is
just the beginning, for the biggest test is still to come . . . From the remarkable
imaginations of bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a
heart-stopping, mind-blowing, pulse-pounding plunge into the magical unknown.
Many dream to soar through the skies, but few will ever achieve the dream of
becoming a Dragon Rider. An epic dragon riding adventure from Jada Fisher,
author of the best-selling Brindle Dragon series. Myradepf is an undersized
young lady with a dream big enough to save the world. As she strives to become
a dragon rider, she must prove herself worth or face the possibility of life without
a dragon to ride. Along the way, she will be pushed by a rival intent on proving
he is the superior dragon rider candidate. Can she overcome the odds, find her
dragon, and go down in history as one of the most important dragon riders in
history? Dragon Rider is a prequel story to the best-selling Brindle Dragon
series. If you enjoy engaging characters and exciting stories, Dragon Rider will
keep you on the edge of your seat from the first page until the last. Download
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Dragon Rider and get started on your next epic adventure today!
Legend of Spear
Ascendant
Dragon Magic
Dragon Rift
Warcraft: Day of the Dragon

When the Queen of one of the Dragonlord realms is mysteriously
found drowned, two aspiring regents battle for her vacant throne, and
Linden, the youngest of the Dragonlords, finds himself in serious
danger when he is trapped by the deadly magic of a beautiful sea
captain. A first novel. Reprint. K. AB.
She is destined to soar with the dragons, but first...she must be
chosen. An epic dragon riding adventure from Jada Fisher, author of
the popular Dragon Oracle series. Eist was born to be a dragon rider;
she just knows it. When fate conspires to take her parents and leave
her orphaned and injured, her future appears bleak. Unwilling to back
down, she must overcome a system stacked against her. Even if she
passes all the tests, there's no guarantee she will ever fly on a dragon.
Can she beat the odds and find her destiny, or will she be stranded on
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the ground? The Chosen Omnibus contains the first three stories in
the Brindle Dragon series, which follows the story of a young girl and
her most unusual dragon as they set out to defeat an evil they don't
even know exists yet. Download the Chosen Omnibus and get started
on your next epic adventure today!
Stan Lee presents a brand new, magical, super-powered adventure!
When twelve magical superpowers are unleashed on the world, a
Chinese-America teenager named Steven will be thrown into the
middle of an epic global chase. He'll have to master strange
As a lowly pot boy, Holt Cook was never meant to be a dragon rider.
Until in a moment of madness, he saves a dragon egg doomed to be
destroyed. A blind hatchling with a mysterious and unknown magic.
Soul-bonding with the dragon, Holt gains access to its magical core.
Only through training and perseverance can he cultivate its power to
stand a chance in the battles to come. For the riders are preparing for
war. Undead horrors are rising across the land. Kings and riders alike
die in their strongholds. Order is crumbling. And Holt faces a terrible
decision. To do what is expected and maintain order, or do what he
knows to be right and cause only chaos?
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Trial by Fae
The Iron Trial (Free Preview Edition)
The Menagerie #2: Dragon on Trial
Spirit of the Fae
The Last Dragonlord
With new alliances forged and old regimes fractured,
Merlin—the cybernetic avatar of Earth's last survivor and
immortal beacon to humanity—and the colonies of Safehold
have many adventures ahead in Through Fiery Trials, the
continuation of David Weber's New York Times bestselling
military science fiction series Those on the side of
progressing humanity through advanced technology have
finally triumphed over their oppressors. The unholy war
between the small but mighty island realm of Charis and the
radical, luddite Church of God's Awaiting has come to an
end. However, even though a provisional veil of peace has
fallen over human colonies, the quiet will not last. For
Safefold is a broken world, and as international alliances
shift and Charis charges on with its precarious mission of
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global industrialization, the shifting plates of the new
world order are bound to clash. Yet, an uncertain future
isn't the only danger Safehold faces. Long-thought buried
secrets and prophetic promises come to light, proving time
is a merciless warden who never forgets. “Vast, complex,
intricate, subtle, and unlaydownable....The biggest thing in
science fiction since Isaac Asimov's Foundation
series.”—Dave Duncan on the Safehold series Safehold Series
1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By Schism Rent Asunder 3. By
Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How Firm A
Foundation 6. Midst Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty
Army 8. Hell's Foundations Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph
10. Through Fiery Trials
The story continues in this epic sequel to The Pearl Of
Souls. The evil that was unleashed upon the world is growing
in power, can it be stopped in its desire to cause death and
destruction to all. Our heroes must now face new challenges
on a new quest to save and protect what is theirs from ever
growing darkness. Will they be able to face these new
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horrors and save what is theirs, the world of mankind.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of
elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
The stories say that the dragons saved humanity, but all
they left were ashes, cinder, and a new breed of human.
Welcome to the Outlands, where nobody cares if you scream.
Rogue, Fighter, survivor. I have many roles, but my only
purpose is to protect my loved ones and make a better life
for them. It'll take one more job to make my dream a
reality. But fate, the uncooperative bitch, stands ready to
twist the knife. Taken by Dragon bloods, the better-looking
result of human and dragon unions, I'm caged and forced to
fight in the arena for their amusement. They want me to
bleed, but I'll be damned if I'll kiss the sand for them But
there is more to the Arena's purpose than meets the eye, and
I'm beginning to believe that all the stories I've been told
may be nothing more than fiction. With the help of a man
with eyes like flame, and his arrogant, incorrigible
brother, I may just survive to find out the truth. The
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Bloods are close to executing an awful plan, and the only
way to stop them is to escape. My family wait for me. My
dream awaits, and freedom will be mine. A kick-ass fantasy
with a slow burn whychoose romance. Fans of Rise of the
Iliri and War of the Gods will love The Dragon Guard series.
Dragon God
Structophis
The Chronicles of Narnia Vol III: The Voyage of the Dawn
Treader
The World Book Encyclopedia
Dragon Rider
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures,
Introduction to Probability provides essential language and
tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty.
The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples,
ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
When Saba Watanabe, a once-powerful witch, is attacked by white
dragons in human form, she is forced to turn to Malcolm, a black
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dragon who once made her his love slave, and together they must
search for a mysterious book, filled with profound secrets, that
is the key to their survival. Original
Lindon has a year left.When his time runs out, he'll have to
fight an opponent that no one believes he can beat. Unless he
learns sacred arts the right way, from scratch, he won't have a
chance to win...and even then, the odds are against him.In the
course of their training, he and Yerin travel to the Blackflame
Empire, where they fight to master an ancient power.Success
means a chance at life, but failure means death.In the sacred
arts, only those who risk the most can travel far.
Much has happened ssince Al has left home. He has grown,
physically and emotionally. His talents range from sailing, to
fighting dragons to defeating assassins. Now, he only longs to
go home. Home. Home too has changed. Will Al have the courage
and strength to fight for all he holds true.
Through Fiery Trials
Dragon Called
Dragon Trial
Volume 6
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Dragons of Wild

In the mist-shrouded haze of the past, the world of Azeroth
teemed with wondrous creatures of every kind. Mysterious
Elves and hardy Dwarves walked among tribes of man in
relative peace and harmony -- until the arrival of the
demonic army known as Burning Legion shattered the world's
tranquility forever. Now Orcs, Dragons, Goblins, and Trolls
all vie for supremacy over the scattered, warring kingdoms
-- part of a grand, malevolent scheme that will determine
the fate of the world of WarCraft A terrifying upheaval
among the highest ranks of the world's Wizards sends the
maverick Mage, Rhonin, on a perilous journey into the Orccontrolled lands of Khaz Modan. What Rhonin uncovers is a
vast, far-reaching conspiracy, darker than anything he ever
imagined -- a threat that will force him into a dangerous
alliance with ancient creatures of air and Þre if the world
of Azeroth is to see another dawn.
A boy grows to manhood while attempting to subdue the evil
he unleashed on the world as an apprentice to the Master
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Wizard.
Does the other side of the starry sky really exist? Split
souls, strange memories, a strange and bizarre world of
immortals, it was a scene from a legend. That year, he had
revealed his true strength at the age of the weak crown. He
had achieved his goals at a young age, and had smiled as he
looked at the world. That year, he returned and looked
around. His aura was like a mountain, and no one could
compare to him.
In a time of darkness, unlikely heroes will rise.The oncepeaceful kingdom of Torvald has been ravaged by evil magic,
forcing Riders to forget their dragons and their noble
beasts to flee to the wilds. Now, anyone who dares to speak
of dragons is deemed insane and put to death. Into this dark
and twisted land, Saffron was born sixteen years ago.
Blessed with the gift of dragon affinity, she has been
forced into a life of exile, secretly dreaming of a normal
life and the family she lost.Scholarly and reclusive, Bower
is the son of a noble house on the brink of destruction. His
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mission is to fulfill a mysterious prophecy and save his
kingdom from the rule of the evil King Enric, but all he
wants is to be left alone. When he meets Saffron, Bower
gains a powerful ally-but her magic is too wild to
control.Their friendship might just have the power to change
the course of history, but when the Dark Mage King Enric
makes Saffron a tempting offer, their alliance will be
shaken to the core.
Western Intelligence in Divided Germany 1945-1961
A Dragon Riders of Arvain Novel
Convergence
Dragon Run
A Beauty and the Beast Retelling
Structophis is a heartwarming YA adventure from the author of The
Book of Deacon, Bypass Gemini, and Free-Wrench. It is based upon a
concept and artwork by ProjectENDO. In a small town in Colorado,
Markus Spiros was just getting his life on track. By day he worked as
a veterinary tech, by night he took classes. His steady little
routine was rolling along nicely when his impulsive Uncle Dimitrios
threw a wrench in the works. Thanks to an unannounced trip, Markus
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had to swing by his uncle’s bistro to tend to the ‘special oven.’
When he arrived, he discovered it wasn’t the oven that was special,
it was the rare and exotic egg that had been incubating inside it.
And now it had hatched. Suddenly, Markus found his life had become a
good deal more complicated. The creature was a Structophis
Gastrignae—a strange creature that was equal parts dragon and
oven—and she’d become quite a big girl. Large as a refrigerator and
curious as a toddler, the creature he’d dubbed Blodgette would have
been a handful in any situation. Markus had bigger problems than
figuring out how to take care of her, though. Owning such a rare and
special beast was illegal, so should the cops learn of it, Markus
would be destined for jail. Worse, there were certain unscrupulous
people who would do anything to acquire Blodgette. Now, with the help
of his old classmate Gale, Markus must scramble to stay two steps
ahead of the authorities and a corrupt CEO, all while being the best
‘mommy’ he can be to his brand-new pizza dragon.
When a cunning enemy enslaves the kingdom, a famed warlock-knight
must survive a gauntlet of perils to save his people. Augum Stone is
only sixteen and already a legend. He heard his name chanted in the
arena by tens of thousands. He vanquished a notorious tyrant and
ended a war. And he revived a warlock-knight order that lay dormant
for generations. But these feats came with a price
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The Voyage of the Dawn Treader sees Edmund and Lucy, along with their
priggish cousin Eustace Scrubb, return to Narnia. Once there, they
join Caspian's voyage on the ship to find the seven lords who were
banished when Miraz took over the throne. As they sail toward Aslan's
country at the edge of the world, they come face to face with many
dangers and wonders, including the place where dreams come true. They
discover that their quest is more than they imagined and that the
world's end is only the beginning…
The Dark Realms Return Of The Bloodstone
Le Morte Darthur
Honor's Price
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